
2024 MBCIA Bull Footnotes 

Sale Date: 4/4/2024    

Location: Jackson, Minnesota 

ANGUS BULLS 

Test I.D. 7 G P Man In Black 303 20646626 

A very complete and unique performance-oriented bull in terms of his genetic potential to 

transmit overall performance and maternal qualities in an eye-appealing package.  He is a 

rare combination of phenotype, as well as having a proven maternal linage with an elite 

EPD package being in the Top 2% for WW, YW.  He is bred to be a herd changer in 

regards to growth and profit-oriented traits and is a product of stacking multiple 

generations of the best multi-trait bulls in the industry.  

Test I.D. 8 G P Dynamic 310  20646628 

We are striving to produce bulls that do as many things right as possible. A genomic and 

EPD breed changer being in the Top 1% for YW and RADG. Top 2% for WW.  He is a 

multi-dimensional prospect that will add value to your breeding program. A big spread 

bull with genetic potential that ranks among the best in the breed.   

Test I.D. 9 G P Growth Fund 315 20646630 

An absolute physical specimen. Loaded with width and power. His sire will be in the 

Angus history books as a legendary sire with unbeatable customer satisfaction. Growth 

Fund daughters are tremendous young cows with excellent udders and very feminine in 

their makeup. His pedigree is stacked for generations of the elite performance sires of the 

breed. Top 1% WW, YW and Top 3% RADG, CW. 

Test I.D. 10 G P Man In Black 317 20646631 

A power bull that will add muscle dimension and base width. His dam is an elegant 

young cow with a beautiful udder and great disposition. He is bred to be a breed changer 

in regards to growth and profit-oriented traits.     



 
 

 

RED ANGUS BULLS 
 

Test I.D. 52 GP Believin 301  4747601  

A performance powerhouse, rugged made beef machine. He has the largest 205 day wt. at 

1013 of any bull produced in our 54 year history. Top 1% of the breed for WW and YW 

along with the Top 4% for ADG. Marb and CW. He has an outstanding data set with the 

ability to boost weaning and yearling performance in an eye-appealing structure. He has 

that extra extension and is wide topped and wide based along with depth of body. This 

bull definitely has breed leading inherited prepotency.  

 

Test I.D. 53 GP End Zone 305  4747609 

A true breed leading prospect combining maternal excellence, calving ease with genetic 

predictions that are off the charts. One of the elite Marbling bulls of the breed being in 

the top 1% of the top 1%. He is also in the top 1% for ProS and GM. He is the complete 

package whether your are retaining replacement females or selling on an end product 

grid. We think this bull has tremendous potential. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark and Claudine Goodrich 3032 210th Ave. Emerald, WI    54013 

(715)263-2453, home      (651)775-3746, Mark’s cell     (651)491-8752, Claudine’s cell 

www.gpangus.com  gp-angus@hotmail.com 

  

http://www.gpangus.com/

